Variation in the facial width-to-height ratio (face ratio) is associated with judgments of aggression and of trustworthiness made by observers when viewing men's faces. Although judgments of aggression and of trustworthiness are correlated, they represent distinct constructs. We thus investigated the hypothesis that judgments of aggression share stronger associations with the face ratio than judgments of trustworthiness, and that judgments of aggression mediate the link between the face ratio and trustworthiness. Across 4 separate studies, involving 129 observers rating subsets of 141 photographs (original photographs of individuals who provided consent for their use) of clean-shaven (65 faces), unshaved (22 faces), or digitized male faces (54 faces; digitized faces were creating using facial modeling software), this hypothesis was supported. The correlations between the face ratio and judgments of aggression were moderate to strong in all 4 studies (rs ϭ .45 to .70). Reaction time was measured in Study 4: Participants judged aggression faster than trustworthiness; thus, temporal precedence also supports the hypothesis that aggression mediates the link between the face ratio and trustworthiness. Sensitivity to the face ratio may therefore be part of a perceptual mechanism specialized to assess aggressiveness rather than trustworthiness in others, likely because of the greater necessity for rapid judgments of aggressive potential than trustworthiness.
Although some have failed to replicate such effects using selfreport measures of aggression (Özener, 2012) or reports of criminal history (Gómez-Valdés et al., 2013) , self-reported behavior does not always predict actual behavior, and not all criminal acts involve aggression and violence. One study reported a marginal positive association (p ϭ .057) between the face ratio and penalty minutes in professional hockey games (Deaner, Goetz, Shattuck, & Schnotala, 2012, p. 237) , but this effect was later shown to be moderated by social status; the relationship was particularly pronounced among those lower, rather than higher, in socioeconomic status (Goetz et al., 2013) .
In addition to behaving more aggressively, there is much evidence that men with larger face ratios are perceived to be more aggressive by observers than men with smaller face ratios. Specifically, observers rated men with larger face ratios as more aggressive than men with smaller face ratios (Boshyan, Zebrowitz, Franklin, McCormick, & Carré, 2013; Carré, McCormick, & Mondloch, 2009; Carré, Morrissey, Mondloch, & McCormick, 2010; Geniole, Keyes, Mondloch, Carré, & McCormick, 2012; Lefevre & Lewis, 2013; Short et al., 2012) , even when other cues in the face related to masculinity, dominance, and strength (e.g., jaw width, forehead, lip size) were cropped from photographs (Carré et al., 2010) . In one study that used photographs of faces of older men (M age ϭ 52.5 years), however, the face ratio was associated with dominance rather than aggression (Alrajih & Ward, 2013) . Although judgments of masculinity and of aggression are highly correlated, the face ratio predicted judgments of aggression independently of judgments of masculinity (Geniole et al., 2012) . Judgments of aggressiveness of men's faces made by 8-year-old children in either Canada or China were correlated with the face ratio, indicating that the phenomenon appears early in development and may be universal (Short et al., 2012) . Further, exaggerating the face ratio by tilting the head upward or downward (i.e., reducing the height but keeping the width constant) increased the extent to which faces appeared intimidating . Therefore, the face ratio appears to be a cue of aggressiveness to which the human perceptual system is sensitive.
Several studies have found that the face ratio may be used for appraisals of trustworthiness (Efferson & Vogt, 2013; Kleisner, Priplatova, Frost, & Flegr, 2013) . When face ratios were manipulated in photographs of men's faces, enhancements decreased observers' judgments of trust, whereas minimizations increased observers' judgments of trust (Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) . Individuals with larger face ratios were more likely to exploit the trust of others for personal gain (Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) , use explicit deception, and cheat in a lottery for a cash prize (Geniole, Keyes, Carré, & McCormick, 2014; Haselhuhn & Wong, 2012) than were those with smaller face ratios, indicating there is some accuracy to such judgments. One study, however, found no association between the face ratio and behavior in a trust game (Efferson & Vogt, 2013) . Overall, the face ratio is found to predict the extent to which men's behavior is trustworthy or untrustworthy in addition to predicting aggressive behavior.
Irrespective of the accuracy of social judgments based on viewing faces, there is ample evidence of the consistency of such judgments across observers, and ample evidence that such judgments are relevant for social interactions (Todorov, MendeSiedlecki, & Dotsch, 2013) . There is much evidence that the face ratio is a cue in such judgments, with associations between the face ratio and judgments of aggression and trustworthiness in men among the highest associations reported for judgments based on facial cues, and with associations significant at the level of the individual rather than only at the level of the group (McCormick, 2013) . Such consistency of judgments across individuals is notable in light of evidence that traits within the observer also influence judgments (e.g., M. L. Willis, Dodd, & Palermo, 2013) . Determining the perceptual judgment to which the face ratio is most strongly and directly linked, trustworthiness or aggressiveness, would provide insight into two distinct, yet not necessarily independent, theoretical perspectives; that of the functional basis and evolution of the face ratio and that of the formation of social judgments.
With regard to the function and evolution of the face ratio, if variation in the face ratio is more strongly linked to judgments of aggression than to trustworthiness, then the face ratio may have functioned to reduce injury or the likelihood of death resulting from poor judgments of aggressive potential, and the consequential mismatching of opponents in aggressive interactions. Further, if the face ratio is more strongly linked to aggression than to trustworthiness, men with larger face ratios may have had more success than men with smaller ratios in achieving and maintaining dominance within social groups, by encouraging retreat and submission in aggressive encounters and by discouraging such challenges by other individuals. Consistent with this possibility, men with smaller face ratios were more likely to die from contact violence than were men with larger face ratios (Stirrat, Stulp, & Pollet, 2012) . Conversely, if the face ratio is more strongly related to judgments of trustworthiness than to those of aggression, variation in this feature may have functioned to reduce the likelihood of exploitation and deception in social interactions (see Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) . Men with larger, compared with smaller, face ratios would thus have benefited less in social groups, as they would be judged as less trustworthy and would have less opportunity for trade and collaboration. Therefore, knowing which judgment is more strongly associated with the face ratio is of theoretical importance, as it provides insight as to the function of, and maintenance of the variation in, this feature from an evolutionary perspective.
Clarifying the role of the face ratio in judgments of trustworthiness and aggression, and determining the order in which these judgments form, will also provide theoretical insight into the perceptual processes that shape such judgments. For example, although trustworthiness is considered a high-level cognitive judgment, trust judgments form rapidly (J. Willis & Todorov, 2006) and seem to rely on subcortical brain structures such as the amygdala (e.g., Adolphs, Tranel, & Damasio, 1998) . One explanation for these counterintuitive findings is that when exposure to a face is limited, or the history of the individual is unknown (as in encounters with strangers), judgments of trustworthiness may "piggyback" on other social judgments (threat, aggressiveness, dangerousness) that are better suited for such circumstances.
There is some evidence that judgments of aggression may be better suited for rapid assessments during first encounters with strangers than are judgments of trustworthiness. For example, judgments of aggression appear to be more accessible, as they are provided at a frequency more than three times that of judgments of trustworthiness when describing faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) . Further, although observers' confidence in trustworthiness This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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judgments decreased with shortened exposure time to face stimuli, their judgments of aggression did not (J. Willis & Todorov, 2006) . Thus, it is possible that judgments of aggression are more relevant for circumstances in which exposure to a face is limited or in which the history of the individual is unknown. As such, judgments of aggression may be a mechanism through which judgments of trustworthiness form in such circumstances. Nevertheless, no studies, to date, have tested this "piggyback" framework. Three predictions can be derived from the framework: (a) judgments of aggression should share stronger links with the face ratio than judgments of trustworthiness, (b) judgments of aggression should form faster than judgments of trustworthiness, and (c) judgments of aggression should mediate the link between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness. Although these three predictions have not yet been directly tested, one study provided indirect evidence that judgments of trustworthiness may form faster than judgments of aggression, which is contrary to our predictions (see the middle panel of Figure 2 in J. Willis & Todorov, 2006) ; the authors did not report a statistical test that compared the speed with which these two judgments were provided, however. Therefore, in the following studies, we tested the predictions derived from the "piggyback" framework: In Studies 1 through 3, we examined the strength of associations (both direct and indirect) between the face ratio and judgments of aggression and trustworthiness, and in Study 4, we examined the speed with which these two judgments were formed.
Study 1

Method
Participants. Participants (29 women, 5 men; M age ϭ 20.06 years, SD ϭ 3.67; 88% White, 12% other) were recruited through an online undergraduate research pool and received a $5 honorarium or a course credit for participation. All participants consented to the procedures of the study, which were approved by the Brock University Research Ethics Board.
Stimuli. Photographs were selected from a set of 74 men (M age ϭ 20.16 years, SD ϭ 2.78; 76% White, 24% other) who were photographed with a Nikon D50 digital camera while posing in a neutral facial expression and wearing a bouffant cap to conceal hairstyle. Of the 74 men, we only selected those who selfidentified as White (to avoid any ethnicity-based stereotypes in judgments) and those who were facing the camera directly (e.g., some participants' heads were rotated such that face ratio measures were obscured). With these criteria, our sample of faces was reduced to 54 men (M age ϭ 20.32 years, SD ϭ 3.13).
Because the study was conducted during "Movember" (when men forsake shaving to promote prostate cancer awareness), many of the men photographed had facial hair, which may bias participants' judgments and/or obscure the relationships between the face ratio and these judgments (de Souza, Baumgasten, Baiao, & Otta, 2003; Kenny & Fletcher, 1973) . Excluding individuals with facial hair reduced our sample to 25 men (M age ϭ 19.52 years, SD ϭ 1.69). The photographs of these men were standardized using the procedures described in Carré and colleagues (2009) . Photos of the men with visible jewelry (e.g., earrings, necklace) were also modified using Adobe Photoshop to erase the visible jewelry and avoid observer bias in judgments.
To test our hypotheses on a larger set of stimuli than the set of 25 men without facial hair, we also created another set of faces by loading the larger sample of 54 male faces into Facegen, a 3-D facial modeling program (version 3.5; Singular Inversions, 2010) . After loading the faces into Facegen, using the "PhotoFit" option, which involved placing landmarks on the pupils, left and right zygion, nostrils, lip corners, lower jaw extremities, and the chin of the male faces, the program estimated a 3-D model of the faces using methods similar to those described in Blanz and Vetter (1999) . Textural details in each of the 54 faces were then removed using the "Detail Texture Modulation" analogue scale. This adjustment removed both the men's facial hair and blemishes (see Figure 1 ). After the adjustment, the Facegen faces were saved as 8-bit gray-scale bitmap images. Gray scale was used to minimize the influence of color tones in the face known to influence judgments of aggression (e.g., Stephen, Oldham, Perrett, & Barton, 2012) . A paired samples t test indicated that the Facegen models of the faces had smaller face ratios than the original faces (original faces, M ϭ 1.90, SD ϭ 0.17; Facegen models, M ϭ 1.85, SD ϭ 0.19; t[53] ϭ Ϫ4.32, p Ͻ .001), but the relative positions of each face within the distribution was maintained (the ratios of the Facegen faces were strongly correlated with the ratios of the original faces; r ϭ .89, p Ͻ .001). Given that analyses examining the relationship between participants' judgments of the faces and the face ratio were performed within stimuli sets (real and Facegen stimuli sets), and not across stimuli sets, this difference in the relative size of the face ratios is not problematic. Other researchers have also provided evidence that social judgments share a similar factor structure if they are analyzed using real or Facegen faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) . Thus, two sets of faces (25 cleanshaven faces, 54 Facegen faces) were used as stimuli for Study 1.
Measure of the face ratio. Face ratio measurements were calculated using the procedures outlined in Carré and McCormick (2008) . Two naïve research assistants measured the face ratios. Interrater reliability of the face ratio measurements was high (r ϭ .94, n ϭ 54, p Ͻ .001).
Ratings of faces. The faces were presented for observers to rate using E-Prime software and a 17-in. Dell laptop monitor (approximately 15.2 ϫ 12.9 visual degrees when viewed from This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
75 cm). Before providing ratings for the 25 original cleanshaven and 54 Facegen versions of the faces, participants underwent a familiarization phase wherein they viewed (for 1,000 ms each) and rated six practice faces that were selected from a different set of stimuli. After the practice, participants rated the block of 25 real faces and the block of 54 Facegen faces, with the order of the blocks (real vs. Facegen) counterbalanced across participants. Within each block, a face was presented individually for 1,000 ms, after which a question and corresponding response scale appeared. For ratings of aggression, the question was, "How aggressive would this person be if provoked?" Responses were made using 7-point Likert scales (1 ϭ not at all, 7 ϭ very much so). Once the participant entered a response using a Dell Laptop standard keyboard (participants were given an unlimited time to make a response), the next photo appeared, and this process continued until all stimuli within a block were rated. Once all of the faces in a given block were rated on aggression, participants rated the same faces again for trustworthiness; the specific question was "How trustworthy does this person look?" Participants provided responses on the same 7-point Likert scale used for ratings of aggression. The order of the presentation of faces was randomized across participants. After the entire block of original clean-shaven or Facegen version of faces was rated on both characteristics, a screen would appear asking participants to wait for the next set of instructions. At this point, participants completed a short demographic questionnaire and then started the remaining block of original or Facegen version of faces. Because of technical difficulties, one female participant could not complete the ratings of the Facegen faces. Thus, analyses on the original clean-shaven faces were conducted using mean ratings from 34 participants, whereas analyses on Facegen faces were conducted using mean ratings from 33 participants.
Statistical analyses. Pearson product-moment correlations were used to determine if ratings of aggression and of trustworthiness were associated with the face ratio for individual observers as well as for the group, as in our previous studies (McCormick, 2013) . One-sample t tests were computed on the Fisher z-transformed correlations to test the hypothesis that the correlations of individual observers would be significantly different from zero. Linear regression was used to determine which judgments shared a unique association with the face ratio. Semipartial correlation coefficients (sr) from the linear regression are reported. Mediation models were conducted using aggregate data (based on averages; the mean rating provided by participants for each face), using bootstrapping with 5,000 samples of the aggregate data (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) , and using multilevel modeling with HLM version 7.0 software (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2004) . In multilevel modeling, every judgment is nested within each of the respective observers from which that judgment originated (e.g., Hehman, Leitner, Deegan, & Gaertner, 2013; Sell et al., 2009 ). This statistical approach utilizes all of the ratings made by each observer and is thus more sensitive to variability within observers. Sobel tests (Sobel, 1982) were conducted to assess the significance of indirect effects using an online calculator provided by Preacher and Leonardelli (2010) . An alpha value of p Ͻ .05, two-tailed, was used to determine statistical significance.
Results
Relationships between the face ratio and ratings of aggression and trustworthiness: Analysis of correlations of individual observers.
Original, clean-shaven faces (25 faces Is the relationship between the face ratio and ratings of trustworthiness mediated by ratings of aggression?
Original, clean-shaven faces (25 faces). The descriptive statistics for the face ratios and for the observers' judgments are provided in Table 1 . The face ratio was positively correlated with the group mean ratings of aggression and negatively with the group mean ratings of trustworthiness for the original clean-shaven faces; aggression and trustworthy ratings were negatively correlated (see Figure 2a ). To determine whether the relationship between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness were mediated by ratings of aggression, we used hierarchical linear regression with the face ratio entered on the first step, and ratings of aggression on the second step, as predictors of trustworthiness. If ratings of aggression mediate the relationship between the face ratio and trustworthiness, we would expect that the association between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness would no longer be significant once ratings of aggression were added as a predictor (Baron & Kenny, 1986) . The results were consistent with our hypothesis (see Figure 2a) . Furthermore, adding ratings of aggression accounted for significantly more variability in the ratings of trustworthiness (⌬R 2 ϭ .30, p Ͻ .01) than did the face ratio alone. The variance inflation factor (VIF) for this analysis was 1.61, indicating that multicollinearity likely did not obscure the results (many statisticians and researchers have suggested that VIFs greater than 10 are indicative of multicollinearity problems; Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995; Mason, Gunst, & Hess, 1989; Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1989) . Therefore, results indicate that individuals with larger face ratios are rated as less trustworthy because they are perceived as more aggressive than are individuals with smaller face ratios.
To ensure that ratings of aggression were more strongly or uniquely associated with the face ratio than were ratings of trustworthiness, we entered both as simultaneous predictors of the face ratio. Results indicated that aggression (t ϭ 2.37, ␤ ϭ .57, sr ϭ .40, p ϭ .03), but not trustworthiness (t ϭ Ϫ0.24, ␤ ϭ Ϫ.06, sr ϭ Ϫ.04, p ϭ .81), was a significant predictor of variation in the face ratio (VIF ϭ 2.10).
Analyses using a bootstrapping technique with 5,000 samples (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) provided 95% CI (bias corrected) for the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
indirect relationship between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness (i.e., controlling statistically for judgments of aggression). Confidence intervals that do not overlap with a value of zero are indicative of mediation. Results from theses analyses were consistent with our original findings; specifically, the face ratio shared an indirect association with judgments of trustworthiness
When the data were analyzed using multilevel modeling, the average correlations between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness (␥ ϭ Ϫ2.38, SE ϭ 0.47, t[815] ϭ Ϫ5.05, p Ͻ .001), and between the face ratio and judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ 3.01, SE ϭ 0.46, t[815] ϭ 6.55, p Ͻ .001), were significant. The average association between judgments of aggression and judgments of trustworthiness was also significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ0.37, SE ϭ 0.06, t[815] ϭ Ϫ6.52, p Ͻ .001). The average relationship between the face ratio and trustworthiness was attenuated, but nevertheless was still significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ1.43 SE ϭ 0.37, t[814] ϭ Ϫ3.89, p Ͻ .001), when judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ Ϫ.32, SE ϭ 0.05, t[814] ϭ Ϫ5.91, p Ͻ .001) was added as a simultaneous predictor, indicating partial mediation (see Table 2 for Sobel test).
Facegen faces (54 faces). The descriptive statistics for the face ratios and for the observers' judgments are provided in Table  1 . The face ratio was positively correlated with the mean group ratings of aggression and negatively with the mean group ratings of trustworthiness; aggression and trustworthy ratings were negatively correlated (see Figure 2b) . The relationship between the face ratio and ratings of trustworthiness was no longer significant when ratings of aggression were added to the model (see Figure 2b) . Further, ratings of aggression accounted for significantly more variability in the ratings of trustworthiness (⌬R 2 ϭ .49, p Ͻ .001) than did the face ratio alone (VIF ϭ 1.58). Therefore, results indicated that individuals with larger face ratios are rated as less trustworthy because they are perceived as more aggressive than are individuals with smaller face ratios. When both judgments were entered as simultaneous predictors of the face ratio to determine which shared a stronger and more unique association with the face ratio, aggression (t ϭ 2.77, ␤ ϭ .63, sr ϭ .31, p Ͻ .01), but not trustworthiness (t ϭ 0.14, ␤ ϭ .03, sr ϭ .02, p ϭ .89), was a significant predictor (VIF ϭ 4.23).
Results from the bootstrapped mediation also indicated that the face ratio shared an indirect association with judgments of trustworthiness (95% CI [Ϫ2.84, Ϫ1.36]). Using multilevel modeling, the average correlations between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness (␥ ϭ Ϫ1.93, SE ϭ .30, t [1, 748] ϭ Ϫ6.54, p Ͻ .001), and between the face ratio and judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ 2.61, SE ϭ 0.23, t [1, 748] ϭ 11.31, p Ͻ .001), were significant. The average association between judgments of aggression and of trustworthiness was also significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ0.35, SE ϭ 0.04, t [1, 748] ϭ Ϫ8.38, p Ͻ .001). The average relationship between the face ratio and trustworthiness was attenuated, but still significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ1.15, SE ϭ 0.23, t [1, 747] ϭ Ϫ4.93, p Ͻ .001), when judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ Ϫ0.30, SE ϭ 0.04, t [1, 747] ϭ Ϫ8.03, p Ͻ .001) was added as a simultaneous predictor, indicating partial mediation (see Table 2 for Sobel test).
Study 2
To replicate and extend the findings of Study 1, we recruited a new set of observers and created a new set of stimuli using the photographs of men with facial hair from Study 1. If sensitivity to the face ratio is part of an evolved mechanism for assessing formidability in others, observers' judgments of aggression should be associated with the face ratio even when men have facial hair. We tested this hypothesis and also determined if ratings of aggression mediated the relationship between the face ratio and trustworthiness in this new subset of faces.
Method
Participants. Participants (12 women, 12 men; M age ϭ 19.58, SD ϭ 1.47, age range ϭ 18 to 23 years; 92% White, 8% other) were recruited through an online undergraduate research pool and received a $5 honorarium or a course credit for participation. All participants consented to the procedures of the study, which were approved by the Brock University Research Ethics Board. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Figure 2 . Scatterplots of the face ratios and observers' mean judgments of aggression and trustworthiness are displayed in the three left-most figures of panels A, B, C, and D. The right-most figure in each panel shows the results of mediation analyses used to determine whether the relationships between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness were mediated by judgments of aggression (AGG). The numbers shown are standardized regression coefficients (␤ weights). The first ␤ weights between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness, and between judgments of aggression and judgments of trustworthiness, represent the strength of the bivariate relationships between these variables. The second ␤ weights represent the strength of these relationships when the face ratio and judgments of aggression were entered as simultaneous predictors of judgments of trustworthiness. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Stimuli. Only the faces of men with a significant amount of facial hair (i.e., more than stubble; n ϭ 22) were selected from the set of 54 faces described in Study 1. These photos were also standardized using the procedures described in Carré and colleagues (2009) .
Procedure. Participants completed demographic questionnaires and rated the 22 bearded male faces, first on trustworthiness and second on aggression. After rating the faces on aggression, participants provided ratings of hairiness based on the question, "How much facial hair does this person have?" Responses were provided using a 7-point Likert scale, in which 1 ϭ some (a little) and 7 ϭ much (a lot). Aside from changing the order of ratings, adding a rating of hairiness, and having only one block of faces, all procedures were the same as Study 1.
Results
Relationships between the face ratio and ratings of aggression and trustworthiness in men with facial hair: Analysis of correlations of individual observers. Because of the smaller sample of faces used in this study (n ϭ 22), a stronger correlation was required to reach statistical significance than was required with the larger samples of faces. Nevertheless, four of the 24 observers provided judgments of aggression that were significantly correlated with the face ratio (M Ϯ 95% CI ϭ .23 Ϯ .11; onesample t test, t[23] ϭ 4.36, p Ͻ .001), whereas only one of the 24 observers provided judgments of trustworthiness that were significantly associated with the face ratio (M Ϯ 95% CI ϭ Ϫ.12 Ϯ .09; one-sample t test, t[23] ϭ Ϫ2.86, p Ͻ .01).
Is the relationship between the face ratio and ratings of trustworthiness mediated by ratings of aggression in men with facial hair? The descriptive statistics for the face ratios and for the observers' judgments are provided in Table 1 . When ratings were averaged across observers, judgments of aggression were negatively correlated with judgments of trustworthiness, but the face ratio shared a significant association only with judgments of aggression (see Figure 2c ). Men (n ϭ 22) who were rated as having more facial hair had larger face ratios (r ϭ .44, p ϭ .04) and were judged as more aggressive (r ϭ .46, p ϭ .03) and less trustworthy (r ϭ Ϫ.57, p Ͻ .01) than were men rated as having less facial hair. Although the face ratio shared some negative association with judgments of trustworthiness (albeit nonsignificant, p ϭ .20), this relationship was completely attenuated when judgments of aggression were added to the model (see Figure 2c ). Further, judgments of aggression accounted for significantly more variability in the judgments of trustworthiness (⌬R 2 ϭ .32, p Ͻ .01) than did the face ratio alone (VIF ϭ 1.26). When judgments of trustworthiness and of aggression were entered as simultaneous predictors of the face ratio to determine which variable shared a stronger unique association with the face ratio, judgments of aggression approached significance (t ϭ 1.73, ␤ ϭ .46, sr ϭ .35, p ϭ .10), but those of trustworthiness did not (t ϭ 0.02, ␤ ϭ .01, sr ϭ .00, p ϭ .98; VIF ϭ 1.66).
Results from the bootstrapped mediation also indicated that the face ratio shared an indirect association with judgments of trustworthiness (95% CI [Ϫ2.20, Ϫ0.36] Table 2 for Sobel test).
Study 3
As an additional test of our hypotheses, we also analyzed data from a previously published study (Experiment 1 of Carré et al., 2009) in which 31 participants (16 women, 15 men) rated aggression, trustworthiness, and several other characteristics for facial photographs of 24 different men than those used in the present studies. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Method
Participants. Thirty-one undergraduates (16 women, 15 men) were recruited from Brock University and received course credit for participation (see Carré et al., 2009 ). Procedures were approved by Brock University's Research Ethics Board.
Stimuli. Study 3 involved the reanalysis of a previously published study (Study 1 of Carré et al., 2009) , in which 24 male, clean-shaven, Caucasian faces were rated. In brief, the faces were standardized with a 400-pixel hairline to chin distance, elliptically cropped so that only the face was visible, and converted to 8-bit gray scale.
Procedure. Faces appeared for 2,000 ms, after which a question appeared. The question for aggression was, "How aggressive would this person be if provoked?" and the question for trustworthiness was, "How trustworthy does this person look?" Responses were provided using 7-point Likert scales similar to those used for aggression and trustworthiness in Study 1 and Study 2. For more details regarding the procedures, see Carré and colleagues (2009) .
Results
There were significant bivariate correlations between ratings of aggression and of trustworthiness (r ϭ Ϫ.90, p Ͻ .001), and between the face ratio and both of these ratings (face ratio and aggression, r ϭ .59, p Ͻ .01; face ratio and trustworthiness, r ϭ Ϫ.45, p ϭ .03). Nevertheless, the face ratio was no longer a significant predictor of judgments of trustworthiness (t ϭ 1.16, ␤ ϭ .13, sr ϭ .11, p ϭ .26) when judgments of aggression were added with the face ratio as a predictor into a hierarchical linear regression model. Furthermore, adding ratings of aggression accounted for significantly more variability in the ratings of trustworthiness (⌬R 2 ϭ .63, p Ͻ .001) than did the face ratio alone (VIF ϭ 1.53). When both judgments were added as simultaneous predictors of the face ratio, ratings of aggression (t ϭ 2.53, ␤ ϭ 1.00, sr ϭ .43, p ϭ .02) were a significant predictor of the face ratio, but those of trustworthiness were not (t ϭ 1.16, ␤ ϭ .46, sr ϭ .20, p ϭ .26; VIF ϭ 5.37).
Results from the bootstrapped mediation also indicated that the face ratio shared an indirect association with judgments of trustworthiness (95% CI [Ϫ5.35, Ϫ1.46] Table 2 for Sobel test).
Study 4
The goal of Study 4 was to examine the speed with which participants rate faces on aggression compared with trustworthiness. If judgments of aggression are more relevant to survival than are judgments of trustworthiness, they should form more quickly than judgments of trustworthiness. Such a difference in the speed with which these judgments are provided would establish temporal precedence and bolster the hypothesis that aggression mediates the link between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness. This prediction was tested with a new set of observers and a larger set of stimuli.
Study 4 also had a few methodological advantages compared with Studies 1 through 3. Specifically, ratings were counterbalanced in Study 4 such that half of participants rated aggression first (and trustworthiness second), whereas the other half rated trustworthiness first (and aggression second). Although the consistency in our results from Studies 1 through 3, irrespective of the order of ratings (aggression rated first in Studies 1 and 3; trustworthiness rated first in Study 2), suggest that order is not an important factor, this conclusion may be limited because a different set of faces was used in each study. Therefore, Study 4 was better designed to account for potential order effects through the use of counterbalancing.
Study 4 also allowed for a tighter comparison between judgments of aggression and trustworthiness than did Studies 1 through 3 because the question used to prompt participants' judgments of aggression was rephrased ("How aggressive would this person be if provoked?" was changed to "How aggressive does this person look?") to parallel the question used for judgments of trustworthiness ("How trustworthy does this person look?").
Method
Participants. Participants (32 women, 8 men; M age ϭ 19.38, SD ϭ 1.86, age range ϭ 17 to 26 years; 90% White, 10% other) were recruited through an online undergraduate research pool and received a $5 honorarium or a course credit for participation. All participants consented to the procedures of the study, which were approved by the Brock University Research Ethics Board.
Stimuli. To maximize the number of faces used in the analysis, the clean-shaven faces from Study 1 (n ϭ 25) and from Carré and colleagues (2009; n ϭ 24) were combined to form a larger set of faces. In addition, 16 photographs of cleanly shaven Caucasian male faces (collected during an ongoing, unrelated study; M age ϭ 19.27 years, SD ϭ 1.49) were added, for a total of 65 faces.
Measure of the face ratio. Face ratio measurements were calculated using the procedures outlined in Carré and McCormick (2008) . Two naïve research assistants measured the face ratios. Interrater reliability of the face ratio measurements was high (r ϭ .88, n ϭ 65, p Ͻ .001).
Procedure. Participants were asked to judge aggression and trustworthiness as fast as possible using their "gut instincts," based on J. Willis and Todorov (2006) . All participants made judgments of both characteristics, with the order of the judgments counterbalanced across participants. Before providing these judgments, however, participants completed a task to gauge their general response speed. This task was used to ensure that any differences in response time between those who rated aggression versus trust first were specific to these judgments, and not group differences in overall response speed. To assess general response speed, participants judged the size of circles as quickly as possible, using keys 1 through 7 on a laptop keyboard (1 ϭ smallest, 7 ϭ largest). There were seven different circle sizes and each size was presented This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
four times (with the order of presentation randomized across participants), for a total of 28 trials. The circles were white and were presented in the center of the computer screen, which had a black background. A white fixation cross appeared in the center of the screen for 500 ms before the presentation of each circle. After the circle appeared, it remained on the screen until a response was entered. After a response was entered, the fixation cross reappeared and the process repeated until each circle was rated. After participants rated the size of the circles, they provided judgments of aggression and trustworthiness (order counterbalanced). The specific questions were "How aggressive does this person look?" (1 ϭ not at all aggressive, 7 ϭ very aggressive) and "How trustworthy does this person look?" (1 ϭ not at all trustworthy, 7 ϭ very trustworthy). Before providing judgments, participants were again reminded to use their "gut instincts" and to provide the responses as quickly as possible. During the task, a white fixation cross appeared for 500 ms, before the presentation of each face. Once the face was presented, it remained on the screen until participants provided a response. After providing a response, the fixation cross reappeared for 500 ms, and then another face was presented. This process repeated until each of the 65 faces was rated on either aggression or trustworthiness. After finishing the block of aggression, or of trustworthiness, participants read instructions about the next judgment they would provide and the same process was repeated.
Results
General response speed. A paired-samples t test on the average response times to each of the seven circle sizes indicated that the two groups did not differ in general response speed (aggression first: M ms ϭ 1,048.71, SD ϭ 66.05; trustworthiness first: M ms ϭ 1,070.53, SD ϭ 100.76; paired-sample t test, t[6] ϭ 0.91, p ϭ .40; see Figure 3a) . Do participants judge aggression faster than trustworthiness? To reduce the influence of response times that reflect lapses in attention, and to avoid the complete removal of genuine response times that may reflect increased difficulty in the formation of trust or aggression judgments, lengthy response times were Winsorized such that times longer than 4,000 ms were changed to 4,000 ms (greater than 2.5 SDs of the mean, 1.81% of aggression and 2.77% of trustworthiness response times).
1 The process and benefits of Winsorizing are discussed in many articles (e.g., Erceg-Hurn & Mirosevich, 2008; Ruppert, 1988; Wilcox, 2005) and Winsorizing has been used for reaction time (RT) outliers in many recent studies (e.g., Chambers, Swan, & Heesacker, 2014; Lai et al., 2012; Mueller, Makeig, Stemmler, Hennig, & Wacker, 2011; Townsend, Eliezer, Major, & Mendes, 2014; Wilkowski & Meier, 2010) . A mixed factorial ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (aggression vs. trustworthiness judgments) and one betweensubjects factor (aggression rated first or second) revealed two main effects: Participants rated aggression faster than trustworthiness (F[1, 128] ϭ 29.70, p Ͻ .001, Cohen's d ϭ 0.96), irrespective of whether they rated aggression or trustworthiness first, and participants provided both judgments faster if they rated aggression first rather than second (F[1, 128] ϭ 9.03, p Ͻ .01, Cohen's d ϭ 0.53; see Figure 3b ). The interaction term was not significant (F[1, 128] ϭ 0.06, p ϭ .81). To allow us to determine which individuals were significantly faster to make one rating compared with the other, mean response times for aggression and for trustworthiness judgments were compared within each of the 40 observers using paired-samples t tests (see Figure 3c) . Fourteen of the participants rated aggression significantly faster than trustworthiness, whereas three participants rated trustworthiness significantly faster than aggression (ps Ͻ .05). A chi-square test confirmed that this difference in the proportion of participants that rated aggression faster than trustworthiness was statistically significant ( 1 2 ϭ 7.12, p Ͻ .01).
As another test of the hypothesis that judgments of aggression form faster than judgments of trustworthiness, a difference score was created for each participant by subtracting the average time to rate each face on trustworthiness from the average time to rate each face on aggression. A one-sample t test comparing these values with zero indicated that judgments of aggression were provided significantly faster than were judgments of trustworthiness ( Is the relationship between the face ratio and ratings of trustworthiness mediated by ratings of aggression? The descriptive statistics for the face ratios and for the observers' judgments are provided in Table 1 . The face ratio was positively correlated with the mean ratings of aggression and negatively with the mean ratings of trustworthiness; aggression and trustworthy ratings were negatively correlated (see Figure 2d) . The relationship between the face ratio and ratings of trustworthiness, however, was no longer significant when ratings of aggression were added to the model (see Figure 2d) . Further, ratings of aggression accounted for more variability in the ratings of trustworthiness (⌬R 2 ϭ .63, p Ͻ .001) than did the face ratio alone (VIF ϭ 1.31). When both judgments were entered as simultaneous predictors of the face ratio, judgments of aggression were significant (t ϭ 2.49, ␤ ϭ .60, sr ϭ .28, p ϭ .02), but judgments of trust were not (t ϭ 0.55, ␤ ϭ .13, sr ϭ .06, p ϭ .58; VIF ϭ 4.77).
1 The same results were obtained when lengthy response times (Ͼ4,000 ms) were trimmed (i.e., removed from the analysis). Specifically, when data were trimmed, a mixed factorial ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (aggression vs. trustworthiness judgments) and one between-subjects factor (aggression rated first or second) revealed two main effects: Participants rated aggression faster than trustworthiness (F[1, 128] ϭ 29.70, p Ͻ .001, Cohen's d ϭ 0.96), irrespective of whether they rated aggression or trustworthiness first, and participants rated both judgments faster if they rated aggression first rather than second (F[1, 128] ϭ 4.37, p ϭ .04, Cohen's d ϭ 0.37). The interaction term was not significant (F[1, 128] ϭ 2.32, p ϭ .13). The 40 paired-samples t tests comparing the mean of aggression and the mean of trustworthiness response times within each of the 40 observers revealed that 15 of the participants rated aggression significantly faster than trustworthiness, whereas four participants rated trustworthiness faster than aggression (ps Ͻ 0.05). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Results from the bootstrapped mediation also indicated that the face ratio shared an indirect association with judgments of trustworthiness (95% CI ϭ Ϫ3.37, Ϫ1.43). Using multilevel modeling, the average correlations between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness (␥ ϭ Ϫ2.14, SE ϭ 0.20, t[2,559] ϭ Ϫ10.49, p Ͻ .001), and between the face ratio and judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ 2.72, SE ϭ 0.28, t[2,559] ϭ 9.68, p Ͻ .001), were significant. The average association between judgments of aggression and trustworthiness was also significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ0.34, SE ϭ 0.04, t [2, 559] ϭ Ϫ9.06, p Ͻ .001). The average relationship between the face ratio and trustworthiness was attenuated, but still significant (␥ ϭ Ϫ1.29, SE ϭ 0.25, t [2, 558] ϭ Ϫ5.22, p Ͻ .001), when judgments of aggression (␥ ϭ Ϫ0.31, SE ϭ 0.04, t [2, 558] ϭ Ϫ7.95, p Ͻ .001) was added as a simultaneous predictor, again indicating partial mediation (see Table 2 for Sobel test).
2
Did the order in which participants provided ratings influence how they judged the faces? A mixed factorial ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (aggression vs. trustworthiness rating) and one between-subjects factor (aggression rated first vs. second) revealed a main effect of rating order (F[1,128] ϭ 282.70, p Ͻ .001), such that those who rated aggression first rated faces as less aggressive and as less trustworthy (i.e., tended to use lower values on the 7-point rating scale for both ratings) than did those who rated aggression second. There was no main effect of rating type (F[1,128] ϭ 0.08, p ϭ .78) and no interaction between rating type and order of rating (F[1,128] ϭ 0.89, p ϭ .35). Therefore, although the group that rated aggression first tended to use lower values for both ratings on the 7-point scale than the group that rated aggression second, this change in rating order did not differentially influence ratings of aggression and trustworthiness. To determine whether this difference in the use of rating scales was indeed influenced by the order in which ratings were provided, or if the two groups had initial differences in the use of the 7-point scale, we analyzed the estimates of circle sizes made by participants before they provided judgments of aggression and trustworthiness. A paired samples t test indicated that the two groups significantly differed in their estimates of the size of the circles (t[6] ϭ 2.48, p ϭ .05), such that those who rated aggression first This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
rated circles as smaller (used lower values on the 7-point scale) than did those who rated aggression second (aggression first: M ϭ 4.61, SD ϭ 2.05; aggression second: M ϭ 4.80, SD ϭ 1.90). Therefore, as opposed to order of judgments influencing the way in which participants rated faces, it is more likely that the two groups differed at baseline in their use of the 7-point scales used for judgments. We also found that the associations between the face ratio and judgments of aggression (aggression rated first: r ϭ .40, p Ͻ .01; aggression rated second: r ϭ .55, p Ͻ .001), and between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness (trustworthiness rated first: r ϭ Ϫ.36, p Ͻ .01; trustworthiness rated second: r ϭ Ϫ.40, p Ͻ .01), were significant irrespective of which rating was provided first. Fisher r-to-z transformations also confirmed that the strength of these associations did not differ between participants who rated aggression first versus second (aggression judgments: z ϭ Ϫ1.14, p ϭ .25; trustworthiness judgments: z ϭ 0.27, p ϭ .78). Ratings made by participants who judged aggression first were also highly correlated with the corresponding ratings made by those who judged aggression second (aggression: r ϭ .91, p Ͻ .001; trustworthiness: r ϭ .83, p Ͻ .001).
Therefore, the order with which participants provided ratings did not alter their judgments of aggression, of trustworthiness, or the relationship between both of these judgments and the face ratio.
3 Do judgments of aggression share stronger links with the face ratio than do judgments of trustworthiness? To determine which judgment shared the strongest association with the face ratio, the associations between judgments of aggression and the face ratio, and between judgments of trustworthiness and the face ratio, were calculated for each observer across all four studies. The direction of the correlations between trustworthiness and the face ratio for each observer were reversed (multiplied by Ϫ1), so that their magnitude could be compared with those of aggression and the face ratio. These correlation coefficients were then transformed into Fisher z values and compared using paired samples t tests (see Figure 4) . Across the studies, judgments of aggression shared significantly stronger associations with the face ratio than judgments of trustworthiness. A one sample t test was also used to test whether the differences in correlation magnitude across studies was significantly different from zero. This test again revealed that judgments of aggression shared significantly stronger associations with the face ratio across studies than did judgments of trustworthiness.
Discussion
Previous studies have identified links between judgments of aggression and trustworthiness (e.g., Carré et al., 2009; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) , as well as links between each of these judgments and the face ratio (aggression and the face ratio: Boshyan et al., 2013; Carré et al., 2010; Geniole et al., 2012; Geniole & McCormick, 2013; Lefevre & Lewis, 2013; Short et al., 2012;  trustworthiness and the face ratio: Efferson & Vogt, 2013; Kleisner et al., 2013; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) . The goal of the current studies was to determine the perceptual judgment to which the face ratio is most strongly and directly linked; such information would provide insight regarding the functional basis of the face ratio and the perceptual processes that shape judgments of aggression and trustworthiness. Based on the hypothesis that snap judgments of aggression may be more relevant for survival than snap judgments of trustworthiness, and that trustworthiness judgments may simply "piggyback" on judgments of aggression when exposure to a face is limited or reputational information is lacking, we predicted that (a) judgments of aggression would share stronger links with the face ratio than judgments of trustworthiness, (b) judgments of aggression would form faster than judgments of trustworthiness, and (c) judgments of aggression would mediate the link between the face ratio and judgments of trustworthiness. Across multiple sets of faces and using ratings provided by four different samples of observers, we found support for these predictions. Specifically, the face ratio shared a stronger relationship with judgments of aggression than with judgments of trustworthiness, judgments of aggression were made more quickly than were judgments of trustworthiness, and judgments of aggression mediated the face ratiotrustworthiness link, although there was evidence of only partial mediation when multilevel modeling was used. Thus, men with larger face ratios were judged as less trustworthy, in part, because they looked more aggressive than did men with smaller face ratios. These results also attest to the strength of the association between the face ratio and judgments of aggression; the relationship was found in four subsets of a new set of faces, bolstering our finding of a relationship in other studies (Boshyan et al., 2013; Carré et al., 2010; Geniole et al., 2012; Geniole & McCormick, 2013; Short et al., 2012) .
We have proposed that the face ratio may have conferred adaptive benefits as a signal that readily conveys behavioral dispositions important to survival (Carré et al., 2009 ); judgments of aggression were associated with the face ratio even when photographs were shown for only 39 ms (Carré et al., 2010) . Therefore, the face ratio can facilitate rapid assessments of formidability, which may serve to modulate speedy fight-or-flight responses when encountering a potentially dangerous stranger. Although judgments of trustworthiness are relevant for social interactions and can be formed after a short exposure time to a face as well 3 To investigate whether the phrasing of the question about aggression in Study 4 ("How aggressive does this person look?") influenced participants' responses, we compared data from Study 4 with data from an ongoing study in which we used the same stimuli as in Study 4, but instead asked participants, "How aggressive would this person be if provoked?" Although this ongoing study also differed slightly in methodology (each photo was displayed for 1,000 ms, after which the aforementioned question appeared), it may provide some insight as to whether the phrasing of the question influences judgments of aggression. When we compare the responses from participants in Study 4 (n ϭ 40) with those from participants in our ongoing study (current n ϭ 40), correlations between the face ratio and mean judgments of aggression were not significantly different (Study 4, r ϭ .48, p Ͻ .001; ongoing study, r ϭ .42, p Ͻ .001; Fisher's r-to-z transformation to test difference between correlations: z ϭ 0.32, p ϭ .75) and the correlation between judgments of aggression made in Study 4 and those made in the ongoing study were high (r ϭ .94, p Ͻ .001). An independent samples t test revealed that the ratings made by participants in Study 4 (M ϭ 3.56, SD ϭ 0.87) did not significantly differ (t[128] ϭ Ϫ0.81, p ϭ .42) from those made by participants in the ongoing study (M ϭ 3.67, SD ϭ 0.77). Thus, although we do not have experimental data directly testing whether the phrasing of the question about aggression alters responses, comparisons between data from Study 4 and data from our ongoing study suggest that this change in phrasing does not alter the judgments of aggression and the relationship these judgments of aggression share with the face ratio. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(J. Willis & Todorov, 2006) , the encounters in which judgments of trustworthiness are beneficial likely do not require such speed. Consequently, the face ratio, which can be gleaned rapidly from the face, may be more relevant for assessments of formidability and aggressive potential than for trustworthiness. Consistent with this possibility, we found that judgments of aggression were made more rapidly than judgments of trustworthiness.
Other researchers have reported that participants use aggressive adjectives more frequently than trustworthy adjectives when describing faces of strangers (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) , indicating that aggression judgments may be more accessible than trustworthiness judgments. Further, based on a principal components analysis, the dimensions of valence and dominance accounted for 82% of the variability in judgment ratings (trustworthy, emotionally stable, responsible, sociable, caring, weird, attractive, mean, intelligent, aggressive, unhappy, confident, and dominant; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) . Judgments of trustworthiness loaded only on the dimension of valence, whereas judgments of aggression loaded onto both dimensions. Thus, more relevant inferences about the characteristics within each dimension can be made from judgments of aggression than from judgments of trustworthiness. Further, participants reported higher confidence in judgments of aggression than in those of trustworthiness (see bottom panel of Figure 2 of J. Willis & Todorov, 2006) . Thus, judgments of aggression may share stronger links with the face ratio because they are made more rapidly, are used more frequently to describe faces, are more relevant for making global inferences, and they are formed with greater confidence than are judgments of trustworthiness.
Our results for the speed with which judgments of aggression and trustworthiness are made were opposite to those reported by J. Willis and Todorov (2006) . Specifically, the middle panel of Figure 2 in their article suggests that judgments of trustworthiness are made faster than are judgments of aggression. The discrepancy between their data and ours can likely be attributed to methodological differences. For example, we did not constrain the speed at which judgments could be made, whereas participants in Willis and Todorov could only provide a judgment after viewing photographs for durations of 100 to 1,000 ms; thus, they may have inadvertently prevented the recording of genuine, rapid responses.
Our results also provide insight as to why high-level cognitive judgments, such as those of trustworthiness, can form rapidly and with limited exposure to the face. Specifically, when there is little or no background information about an individual and exposure to the individual is brief, judgments such as trustworthiness may piggyback on, or extract information from, more primitive or survival-relevant social judgments, such as those of aggression, which are better suited for encounters with strangers. Thus, as opposed to judgments of aggression and trustworthiness sharing parallel perceptual processes such that facial features lead to the simultaneous formation of these judgments, it instead appears that these judgments are formed sequentially; facial features cue judgments of aggression, which, in turn, influence subsequent judgments of trustworthiness. Future studies may benefit from examining whether these results are generalizable to other social judgments that differ with regard to primacy or cognitive complexity (e.g., judgments of competence/intelligence vs. threat/danger/desirability).
It should be noted that although these mediation and speed-ofrating effects were relatively strong in the current study, judgments of aggression based on the face likely play less of a role in shaping judgments of trustworthiness after information about reputation or inferences from multiple interactions have been acquired. Indeed, when faces were manipulated using Facegen to appear less trustworthy rather than more trustworthy, participants invested less money in economic trust games (Rezlescu, Duchaine, Olivola, & Chater, 2012) . Although this effect persisted when information about the other players' reputation was provided, it was attenuated This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
substantially. As such, in these circumstances, aggression (and similarly facial structure) may play less of a role in shaping judgments of trustworthiness. Some researchers have proposed that the relationship between the face ratio and judgments of, or actual, behavior are based in learned social processes rather than natural selection. For example, different observers may be consistent in their ratings of faces because neutral expressions of certain faces may more or less resemble (albeit subtly) emotional expressions compared with those of other faces (emotional overgeneralization hypothesis, e.g., Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Said, Sebe, & Todorov, 2009 ). Angry expressions, for example, involve the lowering of the brow and the raising of the upper lip; both of which exaggerate the face ratio. Thus, men with larger face ratios may appear more aggressive when posed in a neutral expression than men with smaller face ratios because they look angrier. A recent study did report a positive association between the face ratio and the extent to which a face looked angry (Boshyan et al., 2013) . Nevertheless, judgments of aggression were related to the face ratio when judgments of anger were controlled statistically, indicating that the face ratio guides judgments of aggressiveness over and above the extent to which it is associated with perceptions of anger. Additionally, although observers' judgments of aggression were sensitive to both how angry the faces of the men looked and to the size of the face ratio, the face ratio was related to the actual aggression of the men and anger was not. Thus, in a neutral face, the face ratio may be an "honest signal," whereas perceptions of anger may be misleading. Other research suggests that the decreased prosocial behavior among men with larger face ratios, compared with men with smaller face ratios, may be because of self-fulfilling prophecy; men with larger face ratios may act more antisocially because people anticipate, and thus elicit, such behavior through their own negative treatment of these men (Haselhuhn, Wong, & Ormiston, 2013) . Nevertheless, how a bias arose to view wider faces as more aggressive is not readily explained by social learning.
Rapid detection of threat is imperative for survival, and detection of threat does not always require experience with either threat or faces. For example, rhesus monkeys reared in social isolation responded to facial displays of threat (Sackett, 1966) . Thus, perceptual systems may have evolved to be highly sensitive to signals of threat. Further, the face ratio may be a signaling mechanism common to both human and nonhuman primates. A recent study found that capuchins with larger face ratios were more likely to achieve alpha status and were more assertive than those with smaller face ratios. Nevertheless, whether nonhuman primates use this signal has yet to be investigated. We have found that judgments of aggression made by both children and adults are associated with the face ratio, even when the judgments are made of a face of an ethnicity for which the observer has little experience (e.g., ratings made in China of Caucasian faces, ratings made in Canada of Chinese faces; Short et al., 2012) .
It is also likely that if perceptual sensitivity to a facial feature is adaptive, such sensitivity should be maintained despite the presence of facial hair, given our ancestral past likely involved social interactions with bearded rather than shaved men. In Study 2, judgments of aggression were associated with the face ratio even when faces had facial hair. Facial hair does not appear to cover the right and left zygion from which the bizygomatic width of the ratio is derived. Therefore, the face ratio may be a marker that is not obscured by facial hair. In contrast, other cues of masculinity and dominance (e.g., jaw line, chin size, lip size) may be less perceptible or more ambiguous when men are bearded. Facial hair likely evolved through intersexual and intrasexual selection processes, advertising a combination of traits such as aggressiveness, status, and reproductive potential (reviewed in Muscarella & Cunningham, 1996) . Thus, our finding of a link between the face ratio and judgments of aggression, despite the presence of facial hair, provides further ecological validity of this association, and highlights the robust nature of the relationship.
There was an association between facial hair and the face ratio such that men with larger face ratios tended to have more facial hair. It may be that these features share an underlying endocrine mechanism. Testosterone secretion, for example, shapes the male face during puberty (Marečková et al., 2011; Verdonck, Gaethofs, Carels, & de Zegher, 1999) and also facilitates the growth of facial hair (e.g., Farthing, Mattei, Edwards, & Dawson, 1982) . At the same time of development, testosterone pulses have organizational effects on brain regions involved in the regulation of aggression and other social behaviors (reviewed in Schulz, Molenda-Figueira, & Sisk, 2009) , likely altering future responses to social interactions. Indeed, animal models suggest that pubertal androgens have long-lasting effects on aggressive behavior (e.g., Farrell & McGinnis, 2004) . There is also some evidence in humans that testosterone concentrations measured during early adolescence are predictive of antisocial behavior measured years later (Drigotas & Udry, 1993) . Thus, it is possible that both the face ratio and the amount of facial hair are markers of sensitivity to pubertal testosterone concentrations, which informs predictions about behavioral tendencies in adulthood. As such, sensitivity to both cues is likely advantageous when assessing formidability.
An unexpected finding was that the observers randomly assigned to the condition in which aggressiveness was rated first were faster at providing both judgments (aggression and trust) than were those assigned to the condition in which trustworthiness was rated first. This group difference was likely caused by these initial ratings, given that the two groups did not differ in response time to a general rating task (rating the size of circles) they completed before the facial judgments. Further, although ratings of aggression were faster than were ratings of trustworthiness in both conditions, ratings of aggression rated first were faster than ratings of aggression rated second, whereas ratings of trustworthiness rated first were slower than were ratings of trustworthiness when rated second. Thus, judgments of "aggression" facilitated subsequent judgments, whereas judgments of "trustworthiness" impeded subsequent judgments, perhaps because aggression requires speed whereas trust requires deliberation.
It should also be noted that irrespective of the ultimate mechanisms (e.g., rapid judgments of aggression may be more relevant for survival than rapid judgments of trustworthiness) that may account for the pattern of findings reported here, there are likely multiple proximate mechanisms involved. For example, the frequency with which the terms "aggressive" and "trustworthy" are used to describe faces may be the basis of the differences in the speed of the formation of these judgments; responding to a familiar term may be quicker than responding to an unfamiliar term. Consistent with this possibility, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) reported that faces were more likely to be described as "aggresThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
sive" and "mean" than as "trustworthy." In addition, Google's Ngram Viewer (as used in Greenfield, 2013; Michel et al., 2011) reported that, since 1985, the frequency of either the single word "aggressive" or the phrases "aggressive looking" or "aggressive face" was about 2 to 10 times more than that of the word "trustworthy," or the phrases "trustworthy looking" or "trustworthy face." It is well established that word frequency is negatively associated with RT (reviewed in Borowsky & Besner, 1993) . One limitation to these studies is that we did not include measures of the men's actual aggressive or untrustworthy behavior. Thus, we cannot determine whether judgments of aggression or of trustworthiness provided in the current study were accurate. In any case, despite variability in the extent to which social judgments are accurate (see Olivola & Todorov, 2010; Rule, Krendl, Ivcevic, & Ambady, 2013; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008) , they nonetheless modulate behavior in social interactions (Rezlescu et al., 2012; van 't Wout & Sanfey, 2008) and decision making in many domains (reviewed in Olivola & Todorov, 2010) . Therefore, the formation of social judgments is an important aspect of human psychology, independent of accuracy in such judgments. There are many examples in which facial features facilitate social judgments that are not always accurate (e.g., babyfacedness and intelligence or innocence, attractiveness and health; reviewed in Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008) . Further, some researchers have suggested that instead of focusing on possible errors in human judgments, it is worthwhile to examine the cognitive and perceptual systems that produce these judgments, as they likely served an adaptive purpose in the past (Haselton & Funder, 2006) , thus leading to their maintenance and consistency in promoting social judgments. The association between the face ratio and judgments of aggression is consistent, and observers appear to be tuned to the face ratio across different age groups and cultures (Boshyan et al., 2013; Short et al., 2012) . Further, irrespective of whether the face ratio accurately predicts the target's behavior, it influences the observer's behavior (e.g., Haselhuhn et al., 2013; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) , and thus is an important psychological or perceptual process worthy of investigation.
Conclusion
Judgments of trustworthiness are critical in regulating our social interactions and have been shown to modulate behavior in economic bargaining and trust games (Rezlescu, Duchaine, Olivola, & Chater, 2012; van 't Wout & Sanfey, 2008) . Consistent with previous studies (e.g., Efferson & Vogt, 2013; Kleisner et al., 2013; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010) , our results suggest that the face ratio is associated with judgments of trustworthiness. We extend these findings, however, and show that this link is not direct, but is instead mediated by judgments of aggression. Consistent with this mediation model, temporal precedence was also established: Judgments of aggression were provided faster by participants than were judgments of trustworthiness. Therefore, instead of judgments of aggression and trustworthiness forming simultaneously after the perception and processing of a face, it is more likely that judgments of aggression form first, prompting the subsequent formation of judgments of trustworthiness. As such, the formation of many social judgments, even those that are highly correlated, may be best characterized by a sequential "piggyback" framework, wherein cognitively complex judgments occur after, and extract information from, more primitive social judgments, especially when exposure to facial information is brief and reputational information is absent.
